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1. Determine the decimal number x in F (10, 5,−60, +60), that has the fol-
lowing hexadecimal representation in the IEEE single precision system.
(If needed, round to the closest and use nested polynomial
evaluation.)

x = [ 1B 1A 1A 1B ]16
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2. To establish Newton’s iterative scheme - not involving division by
the iterate- that approximates the negative number

a = − 1

51/3

Determine:

(a) The function to be used

(b) The graph of f
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(c) The iterative formula of Newton’s method

(d) The restrictions on the initial conditions, if any:
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(e) Calculate a = − 1
51/3 up to 2 decimal places. Express all your

answers in F (10, 4,−20, +20), and round to the closest if neded.
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3. The following Algorithm approximates the root r of a function f(x)
using the SECANT method

Input f, a, b,TOL, kmax

function[................]=mySecant(................................................)

Find the first 2 approximations by the ” Bisection rule”

k=2; RelErr = 1;

while ..............................................................................................

Display : ’the best approximation to the root is r=........’
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4. (a) - Solving the quadratic equation

x2 − (2 × 105)x− 10−4 = 0

in the normalized floating point system F (10, 5,−20, +20) will cause a
problem if the standard equations for the roots of x1 and x2 are used.
Investigate the example, observe and discuss the difficulties, and
propose a remedy.

In F (10, 5,−20, +20)

∆ =

x1 =

x2 =
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(b) - (i) -Find the IEEE Single precsion binary bit string representation
of the midpoint of the interval (0, xmin).

(xd)midpoint =

Bit-string representation of (xd)midpoint in IEEE single precision:

(ii) - If flp represents rounding to the closest, what is flp(xd)midpoint in
FS ?

flp((xd)midpoint) =
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